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Abstract. This paper makes two contributions. First, we present an
experimental analysis of three different ways of constructing three-
dimensional statistical models of faces using Cartesian coordinates,
namely, height, surface gradient and one based on Fourier domain basis
functions. Second, we test the ability of each of the models for deal-
ing with information provided by shape-from-shading by introducing a
simple non-exhaustive parameter adjustment procedure subject to inte-
grability and irradiance constraints. Experiments show that the surface
gradient based representation is more robust to noise than the alternative
Cartesian representations.

1 Introduction

In their work on eigenfaces, Turk and Pentland were among the the first to explore
the use of principal components analysis for performing face recognition [6]. This
method can be rendered efficient using the technique described by Sirovich et al.[5]
which shows how to avoid explicit covariance matrix computation for large sets of
two-dimensional images of objects of the same class. The method involves crop-
ping n examples of images of the same class (i.e. faces) and converting them into
vectors x of size m × 1. The mean example, x̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi, is subtracted from

each of the vectors x to form the matrix Xm×n. A set of temporal eigenvectors
Ψ̃n×n is calculated from the symmetric and non-negative outer product matrix
Ln×n = XXT . These eigenvectors are ordered according to the increasing mag-
nitude of their corresponding eigenvalues. Subsequently, the spatial eigenvectors,
or eigenmodes, Ψm×n = XΨ̃ are generated. Every example can be recovered as
a linear combination of a set of shape coefficients α with the eigenmodes Ψ, as
E = x̄ +

∑l
i=1 αiΨi where 1 ≤ l ≤ n is the chosen number of modes. By vary-

ing the shape coefficients α within ±3 standard deviations, the resulting image is
guaranteed to be a valid example of the class represented by the eigenmodes.

In 2D a set of aligned intensity images of faces is used to construct the
eigenmodes, and the image data is usually encoded as a Cartesian long-vector
by concatenating the rows or columns of the image. However, if a 3D model is to
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Fig. 1. In the left-hand part of the Figure, a Cylindrical coordinate depth map (top
left corner), height (bottom left corner), surface gradient (middle column) and Fourier
domain (right-most column) Cartesian representations are shown as intensity plots.
The right-hand part of the Figure shows, as height map plots, surface gradient (top
row), Fourier basis (middle row) and height (bottom row) representations.

be constructed from range data then there exist alternative ways for representing
the data. One of the most commonly used approaches is to adopt a representation
that uses cylindrical coordinates. Using cylindrical coordinates, the surface of a
human face (or head) can be parameterized by the function r(θ, �), where r is
the radius and θ and � are the height and angular coordinates respectively. This
representation has been adopted since it captures the linear relations between
basis heads, but can lead to ambiguity since different parameter sets can give
rise to the same head-shape.

An alternative is to use a Cartesian representation, in which each surface point
p is specified by its (x, y, z) co-ordinates, where the z-axis is in the direction of
the viewer. The Cartesian coordinates are related to the cylindrical coordinates
through (x, y, z) = (x0 + r(θ, �)sinθ, y0 + �, z0 + r(θ, �)cosθ), for some shift
(x0, y0, z0) relating the position of the origin in the two coordinate systems. Carte-
sian coordinates are not normally used since they introduce high z-variance (height
variability) in areas with high spatial variance (i.e. face features such as nose,
mouth and eyes). A face depth map in cylindrical coordinates could be thought
as an unwrapped version of a depth map expressed in Cartesian coordinates. In
Figure 1(a), a cylindrical coordinate depth map (top left corner) is shown together
with its corresponding Cartesian coordinate depth map (bottom left corner).

Attick et al.[1] were among the first to build 3D statistical shape models
of faces. They developed a shape-from-shading method which recovered shape-
coefficients that satisfy the image irradiance equation1. The eigenmode surfaces,

1 The image irradiance equation[4] states that the measured brightness of the image is
proportional to the radiance at the corresponding point on the surface. If n(x, y) is
the normal vector to the surface of an object at the position (x, y) and s is the light
source direction vector, then the perceived brightness can be defined as I = n · s.
This is the simplest reflectance model and does not take into account albedo and
inter-reflection effects.
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which they called eigenheads, were parameterized in cylindrical coordinates.
Later, Vetter et al.[7] decoupled texture from shape, and performed PCA on
the two components separately. Using facial feature correspondences, they de-
veloped a model that could be fitted to image data. Although these methods
sacrifice efficiency and simplicity since parameter tuning is performed using ex-
haustive search, they deliver accurate photo-realistic results. Recently, Dogvard
and Basri[2] constructed a Cartesian model by combining statistical methods
and symmetry constraints. Here the aim was to express the surface gradient in
terms of the set of deformation coefficients. This allows shape-from-shading to
be transformed into a linear system of equations, that can be simply solved for
the shape coefficients and used to reconstruct the height function for the face,
subject to symmetry constraints. Although accuracy is sacrificed, the method is
computationally efficient.

Encouraged by Dogvard and Basri’s work, in this paper our aim is to explore
the use of alternative Cartesian representations for constructing 3D statistical
models of faces. We also present an intuitive and straightforward method for
shape coefficient adjustment which draws on the geometric shape-from-shading
method of Worthington and Hancock [8]. In this way we avoid the use of costly
heuristic search methods.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a brief explanation
about the different Cartesian representations used. Section 3 describes how each
of the models was constructed. The experimental results obtained using a data-
driven shape coefficients search approach are presented in section 4. Finally, we
present conclusions and suggest some possible lines for future work.

2 The Cartesian Representations

We have explored the use of three alternative Cartesian coordinate representa-
tions to construct the statistical models. These are height, surface gradient and
a combination of these two, which we refer to as the Fourier domain method.

The Height representation is based on the surface height function Z(x, y). An
example is shown in Figure 1(a),leftmost column, bottom row, where intensity
is used to represent the height map of a face.

The Surface Gradient representation is based on the directional partial
derivatives of the height function p = ∂Z(x,y)

∂x and q = ∂Z(x,y)
∂y . The set of first

partial derivatives of a surface is also known as the gradient space, and it is
related to the surface normal through n = (p, q, −1). An example is shown in
the middle column of Figure 1(a): x-partial (top) and y-partial (bottom) where
intensity is used to represent the surface gradients. From the height function
Z(x, y), the first partial derivatives can be calculated through central, forward
or backward finite differences.

The Fourier Basis representation draws on the concept of Fourier domain
integrability for surface height recovery from surface gradient introduced by
Frankot and Chellappa [3]. An integrable surface Z (i.e. ∂2Z(x,y)

∂x∂y = ∂2Z(x,y)
∂y∂x ) ,

can be defined by the basis expansion
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Z̃(x, y) =
∑

ω∈Ω

C̃(ω)φ(x, y, ω) (1)

where ω is a two dimensional index belonging to the domain Ω, and φ(x, y, ω)
is a set of basis functions which are not necessarily mutually orthogonal (i.e.
the Fourier transform). The first partial derivatives of Z̃ can also be expressed
in terms of this set of basis functions and will share the same set of coefficients
C̃x(ω) = C̃y(ω). If a set of first partial derivatives is not integrable then their cor-
responding transform coefficients will differ from each other (i.e Ĉx(ω) �= Ĉy(ω)).
The distance between the non-integrable and the integrable partial derivatives
can be minimized in the transform domain by making Ĉx(ω) = Ĉy(ω) = C̃(ω).
It is been shown that C̃(ω) = C̃1(ω) + C̃2(ω), with

C̃1(ω) =
Px(ω)Ĉ1(ω)

Px(ω) + Py(ω)
,C̃2(ω) =

Py(ω)Ĉ2(ω)
Px(ω) + Py(ω)

(2)

where Px(ω) and Py(ω) are
∫ ∫

‖φx(x, y, ω)‖2dxdy and
∫ ∫

‖φy(x, y, ω)‖2dxdy

respectively. As the surface Z̃ is the inverse transform of C̃(ω), then Z̃1 and Z̃2
are the inverse transforms of C̃1(ω) and C̃2(ω) respectively, and Z̃ = Z̃1 + Z̃2.

In the rightmost column of Figure 1(a) we show as intensity plots, the con-
tributions to the height maps from Z̃1 (top) and Z̃2 (bottom).

In a complementary manner, depth maps corresponding to each representa-
tion are shown in Figure 1(b). From left to right we show: the x and y components
of the surface gradient representation (top row), the x and y components of the
Fourier representation (middle row) and height representation (bottom row).

3 Construction of the Models

The face database used for constructing the surface models was provided by the
Max-Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics in Tuebingen, Germany. As de-
scribed in [7], this database was constructed using Laser scans (CyberwareTM )
of 200 heads of young adults, and provides head structure data in a cylindrical
representation. For constructing the height based model, we converted the cylin-
drical coordinates to Cartesian coordinates and solved for the values of Z(x, y).
We were also provided with the ground-truth surface normals for the faces, which
we used to calculate the surface gradient and Fourier domain eigenmodes.

For model construction, instead of using intensity images to generate the
eigenmodes, as with eigenfaces, we used the eigenmodes obtained from height,
surface gradient and Fourier domain, which we will refer to as Ψhgt, Ψgrd and
ΨFB respectively.

For Ψhgt, only one set of eigenmodes is required. We used 150 examples of
face height data. This model is constructed so as to reproduce the face-height
data variations as a linear combination of Ψhgt,

Ehgt = x̄hgt +
l∑

i=1

αiΨ
hgt
i (3)
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To train Ψgrd, we used 150 examples of ground truth face surface gradient
data. It is important to note that this model is composed of two sets of eigen-
modes, constructed using the first and second partial derivatives of the training
data. This model re-produces surface gradient data variations as a linear com-
bination of the set Ψgrd = {ΨgrdP

,ΨgrdQ}, with the two components:

EgrdP

= x̄grdP

+
l∑

i=1

αP
i ΨgrdP

i and EgrdQ

= x̄grdQ

+
l∑

i=1

αgrdQ

i ΨgrdQ

i (4)

In the case of Ψgrd, rather than directly applying the method to height
data, we used surface gradient based information to construct the eigenmodes
and calculated estimates of the first and second partial derivatives, p and q. We
performed integration on the the gradient field to recover surface height data.

Similarly, the Fourier domain based set of eigenmodes, ΨFB can also be
divided into two sub-models ΨFB = {ΨFBX

,ΨFBY }

EFBX

= x̄FBX

+
l∑

i=1

αX
i ΨFBX

i and EFBY

= x̄FBY

+
l∑

i=1

αFBY

i ΨFBY

i (5)

To construct the models, we used 150 examples of ground truth face surface
gradient data and converted them to the surfaces Z̃1 and Z̃2 (as described in
Section 2) through Equation 2 using Frankot and Chellappa’s Fourier domain
integration method. Therefore ΨFB characterizes the Fourier-basis surface vari-
ation as a linear combination of its eigenmodes. Given new examples, we can
calculate the separate variations in Z̃1 and Z̃2 and add them together with their
respective mean shapes to generate new surfaces of faces.

The generalization of the models, or the ability of the models to capture the
features of the database from which they were constucted, is illustrated in Figure
2 (left), where the percentage of generalization is shown as a function of the
number of modes used. The required number of modes was calculated through
the formulae

∑t
i=1 λi ≥ fvVT , where λi are the eigenvalues of the matrix L,

VT is the total variance (i.e. the sum of all the eigenvalues) and fv defines the
proportion of the total variation captured by the model. We can see that ΨFB

(solid and dotted lines) generalizes in a similar manner to Ψhgt (long-dashed
line), both achieve more than 90% using just 20 modes. By contrast, Ψgrad

(short-dashed and dot-dashed lines) required a considerably larger number of
modes (at least 100) to achieve the 90% level. Interestingly, for both ΨFB and
Ψgrd the x-component of the model shows a slightly better generalization than
the y-component of the model. This may be attributable to the left-to-right
symmetry of human faces.

4 Coefficient Adjustment Using Data-Driven Search

The next series of experiments used as input the 50 prototype intensity im-
ages (orthogonally illuminated, without texture) of the out-of-sample faces not
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Fig. 2. Generalization of the models (left): note how ΨF B (solid and dotted lines) and
Ψhgt (long-dashed line) show a similar behavior ( achieving more than 90% when using
at least 20 modes), while Ψgrad (short-dashed and dot-dashed lines) requires at least
100 modes to achieve the 90% level. On the other hand, the performance tests (right)
show that Ψgrd (reaching an error of around 0.1%) outperforms both Ψhgt (around
5% as minimum) and ΨF B (around 25% as minimum).

used in training. The surface normals for these images are extracted using the
geometric SFS approach described by [8], which forces the surface normals to
comply with the image irradiance equation (i.e Lambert’s reflectance law) as a
hard constraint. We do this in the following iterative fashion:

1. Extract initial surface normals from the intensity data using SFS and trans-
form the set of normals to one of the three Cartesian representations 2 for
each of the representations (height, gradient, Fourier domain).

2. Calculate the corresponding set of coefficients αi and back-project them back
to the representation domain.

3. Re-apply Geometric SFS to this back-projected data.
4. Enforce integrability on this set of normals using Frankot and Chellappa’s

global integration method, described in Section 2 and return to step 1 until
a desired number of iterations is reached.

Hence, instead of searching for valid linear combinations of the set of coef-
ficients αi, we are exploring a rather intuitive and straightforward way for ad-
justing their values. In this way we are also testing the flexibility of each of the
models, since the input data is far from a valid model example. Figure 2 (bottom
row) shows the fractional error as a function of the number of iterations. The
diagram shows that Ψgrd (reaching an error of around 0.1%) clearly outperforms
both Ψhgt (around 5% as minimum) and ΨFB (around 25% as minimum). These
results suggest that Ψgrd is more robust to poor initial surface normal estimates
2 It is important to remark that SFS information will greatly differ from the data used

in the former set of experiments (though out-of-sample, the 50 faces did represent
3D face shape information), since neither integrated height nor surface gradient nor
Fourier basis information derived from SFS will present the accuracy of the database
examples.
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Fig. 3. Scatter plot diagrams, 10th iteration against true data. From left to right:
Ψhgt,ΨgrdP

,ΨgrdQ

, ΨF BX

,ΨF BY

. Note how the surface gradient based representation
is the only one that seems to be benefited from the geometric SFS adjustment.

than the alternative representations, which might need a different initialization
and probably a heuristic search for the values of their coefficients. Building the
eigenmodes with surface gradients works significantly better. This corroborates
the choice of Sirovich’s method in conjunction with image-like bases to construct
models (surface gradient is closer to intensity images than height).

The former observation is reinforced by the scatter plot diagrams shown in
Figure 3. The x-axis represents the shape coefficients extracted from the sur-
face normals extracted from intensity data using 10 iterations of SFS, while the
y-axis represents the shape-coefficients extracted from the surface normals esti-
mated from the ground-truth range data. From left to right the plots show the
results obtained with Ψhgt,ΨgrdP

,ΨgrdQ

, ΨFBX

,ΨFBY

. In the second and third
diagrams, it is clear that the data-driven adjustment influences the correction
of the initial set of shape coefficients for Ψgrd, since the points in the scatter
plots produce a diagonal regression-line. This regression-line is better defined
for the coefficients αgrdP

(second image) than for αgrdQ

(third image), and this
again suggests the models are better suited to capture left-to-right facial features
(symmetry). For the remaining cases, αhgt (first diagram) and αFB (last two di-
agrams), there seems to be no relation between the geometric SFS coefficient
adjustment and the true data-based shape coefficients.

Fig. 4. Profile views of the ground truth surfaces (top row, odd columns) and gradient-
based model recovered surfaces (bottom row, odd columns) after the tenth iteration.
Frontal re-illumination for each surface are shown in the even columns.
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Finally, Figure 4 shows profile views of the ground truth surface (top row,
odd columns) and the surface recovered using the gradient-based model after the
tenth iteration (bottom row, odd columns). Frontal re-illuminations correspond-
ing to each surface are also shown in the even columns. The difference between
the ground truth and the recovered surface using Ψgrd is almost imperceptible,
confirming the robustness of Ψgrd.

5 Conclusions

We have presented an analysis of three Cartesian representations for construct-
ing three-dimensional statistical models of faces. These models were tested on
SFS information, but only the surface gradient-based representation showed the
necessary robustness to avoid the implementation of a specialized and time-
consuming shape coefficient search technique, as required by cylindrical repre-
sentations. When used to fit the model to intensity data using the image irra-
diance equation to constrain the surface normal direction, and also imposing
integrability constraints on the recovered surface, then this representation leads
to a natural way of refining the shape-coefficients. Hence we have demonstrated
that 3D statistical models of faces based on Cartesian representations can work
accurately without special search methods. As future work we are planning to
explore the behavior of the Cartesian representations with alternative methods
for shape coefficient adjustment.
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